EMack Ryder Cart
Helping you achieve outstanding results with less time and energy!!
Quality. Always.
The Emack Ryder Cart combines modern materials and
fabrication techniques with the care and hand-built
craftsmanship of yesterday.

Engineered To Be Better.
Every system, moving part, component, and function have been
rigorously field tested. Continuous improvement means that as
technologies improve, so do we.

Precision Machining.
Waterjet cut and fixture-welded body components, precision
castings, and hand fit assembly insure a quality industrial
strength machine that will stand the test of time.

Speed & Power.
Capable of handling up to three 12” drum sanders, and traveling
at up to 4mph, the Emack Ryder revolutionizes the way crews
sand gym floors.

Powder Coat Finish.

Cast Urethane & Aluminum Wheels.
Strong, non-marking urethane protects expensive floors.
Lock-out rear hubs for ease of loading and unloading.
Precision casters up front ensure smooth operation.

Sander Hookup Systems.

The chassis is powdercoated inside and out to ensure durability,
long life, and corrosion resistance.

Standard system kits available for the most common Gym
Floor Sander models and manufacturers. Custom kits are
available upon request.

Optional Propulsion Power.

Integrated Accessories.

Premium 2hp 240v single or 480v three phase for North America
delivers 400lbs of pulling capacity. Optional 50hz 230v single
phase for Europe, Asia, and Australia.

Polarity Switch.

Change incoming electrical polarity to the motor with the flip of
a switch. This eliminates the hazard of rewiring or reconnecting
the power source.

Hydraulic Transmission.

Infinite forward and reverse with sacrificial coupling, provides
reliable, predictable power and protects expensive drivetrain
components.
EMack Manufacturing
1012 Ken-O-Sha Ind Park Dr SE, Grand Rapids, MI 49508

Standard 110v plug with USB ports for accessory power on
all 230/240v models. Cushioned, adjustable captain’s chair
with armrests.

Customizable.
• Do you desire your logo or custom colored
powder coating?
• High back seating or cupholders?
• Need to integrate dust collection?
Emack can engineer solutions to any unique challenge or
situation your company may have.

Contact Us
P: 616.241.3040

Visit Our Website At:
www.emackmfg.com

